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Our New Edmonton Office

IN THIS ISSUE

The Edmonton International Airport is in the process of
building up its Airport City and welcoming innovative
technology and aerospace companies to its facilities. ACAMP
is excited to announce we are one of the trailblazing tenants
in this technology and innovation cluster. We will support

OUR NEW EDMONTON
OFFICE (P. 1)

innovators from our location next to one of Alberta's gateways
to the world.
Due to renovations, access to our precision manufacturing
machinery and advanced lab equipment is only available for
use at our Edmonton lab facility for the next nine months. We
will advise our clients when that will change. Look for a

SMART AIRPORTS
CONFERENCE (P. 2)

newer, brighter office once we've finished with our hard hats
and drills.
As you may have seen announced, the airport, Edmonton
Economic Development and the Government of Alberta are
promoting this technology cluster at the EIA. So far it has
been led by aerospace businesses, but it is expanding beyond

NEW AUTONOMOUS
SECURITY VEHICLE (P. 2)

that. As a leader in autonomous vehicle sensor development
for industry and supporter of over 400 technology developers,
our new Edmonton International Airport office is a symbol of
this province's global outlook and readiness to set our sights
up high. Think of ACAMP in the nucleus of a growing
community. By moving our offices here, we are contributing to
the planning for services and support that will benefit all
kinds of other technology companies in many different
industries.

CLIENT NEWS!
WHAT'S NEW IN
CYBERSECURITY? (P.2)
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Smart Airports
Conference 2018
This past August the ACAMP team
participated in The SMART AIRPORTS &
REGIONS Conference & Exhibition. The
event brought up to 500 senior level
attendees and decision makers, including
airport executives and board members
from around the world. Our CFO & VP of
Business Development, Rosy Amlani
joined a panel discussing what is next for
airports and SMART cities and how
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ACAMP contributes.

New Autonomous Security
Vehicle

In the news

So what has ACAMP been up to? During the SMART
Airports Conference, we debut the new security
Autonomous ATV developed for the Edmonton
International Airport that is set to secure the perimeter
fencing of the airport starting this fall. The ATV uses
artificial intelligence, navigation, path planning,
obstacle avoidance, animal and human recognition,
geo-fencing, situation awareness and analysis and
more. Learn more
Global News
CTV (Video)
CityNews (Video)
Edmonton Journal
Aviation Pros

Client News!

What's New in
Cybersecurity?

Soltare Inc Through The Support of ACAMP Has

ACAMP and Raytheon Canada Limited

Developed The First To Market Emergency

Team to Equip Alberta with

Vehicle Siren Detection System For Passenger

Cybersecurity Solutions for Autonomous

And Fleet Vehicles. Learn more

Systems Market. Learn more
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